AG&P honoured with “Outstanding Global Player Award” for 2016

AG&P recognized for exemplary contribution to the export industry through overseas manpower deployment services

Manila, Philippines, 7th December, 2016 – AG&P (Atlantic, Gulf & Pacific Company), the leading LNG and infrastructure solutions provider, received the “Outstanding Global Player Award” from the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) at the Philippine Trade Training Center, Roxas Boulevard, Pasay City. The Philippine Overseas Construction Board (POCB) selected AG&P in recognition of its outstanding performance and contribution to the export sector through its overseas manpower deployment services.

AG&P has deployed thousands of highly skilled Filipino teams to worksites globally, including Angola, Russia, Nigeria, Iraq, Kazakhstan and Australia to execute turnkey scopes of work across oil and gas, power, mining, water, civil and industrial sectors. AG&P’s craftsmen and professionals – welders, mechanical technicians, scaffolders, riggers, pipe and structural fitters, electrical and instrumentation technicians, painters, supervisors, quality control engineers and project managers - are trained to adhere to international standards and

www.agp.ph
specifications, with the highest regard for safety and quality, making them the most sought-after resource worldwide.

“We are very grateful to DTI and POCB for honouring us with this prestigious award. Among the most productive workforce, our Filipino craftsmen, technicians and professionals offer the best cross-section of value and talent anywhere in the world. We receive this award with the commitment that we will continue to deliver to world-leading safety and quality standards and make the Philippine flag fly high,” said Roberto Paglinawan, AG&P Vice President for FieldCOM.

For more information about AG&P and its overseas manpower resource supply, visit www.agp.ph.
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About AG&P

Atlantic Gulf & Pacific Company of Manila (AG&P) was founded 116 years ago as a traditional fabrication and heavy assembly yard, and successfully lead the modularization of assets for the world’s largest infrastructure projects. AG&P’s experience includes delivering E-houses for the Ichthys LNG project in Darwin, Australia; construction of the world’s first modularized complex coker unit for BP Whiting Refinery in Indiana, USA; and more recently, the first Floating Regasification Unit (FRU) for the port at Bali-Benoa, Indonesia. Recently, AG&P has been at the forefront of pioneering small- and mid-scale LNG infrastructure solutions for the rapidly growing gas sector.

AG&P will focus on LNG import terminals and the supply chains that emanate from them. Building, funding and profitably operating LNG assets is the final barrier to opening the LNG market to multiple players. To enable customers to overcome this barrier, AG&P’s expanded offering includes financing, commercially managing and maintaining all the integrated assets across the LNG supply chain. Providing flexibility and economic value, AG&P acts as a nerve-center for LNG distribution. Further information can be found on the AG&P website at www.agp.ph
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